NOTES:
1. WARNING: This drawing does not completely illustrate the installation methods required for hazardous locations. Prior to any installation in a Classified Hazardous Location, verify installation methods by the Control Drawing referenced on the product’s name tag and national and local codes.

2. In this configuration, the Micro Motion 1700/2700 Coriolis Unit power is supplied by the customer.

Micro Motion 1700/2700 Coriolis Unit

Daisy-chained XFC^G^EXs on COMM 2
To terminate the COMM2 buss on the Power/Term board:
If this is the last board on the buss, or if it is the only board, jumper J11, Pin 1 to Pin 2.
For all intermediate boards, jumper J11, Pin 2 to Pin 3

Pinouts are shown to the outside for clarity, but all of the Phoenix connectors are wired and attached to the inside.